Tell El-Amarna Tablets

The name Amarna Letters derives from the place where the tablets were found: the ancient city of Akhetaten (built by
order of the Pharaoh Akhenaten), but nowadays known as Tell el-Amarna, in Egypt. The first letters were found in CE
and date back to the 14th century BCE.INTRODUCTION. The collection of Cuneiform Tablets recently found at Tell
Findin g of the i_ J TeU el - Amarna el-Araarna in Upper Egypt, consisted of about three hundred tablets. and twenty
documents, or portions of documents. The British Museum possesses eighty-two, which were purchased for the Trustees
by Mr. E. A.LaAsy _L-^_ jns from the Amarna Lei TEXTS FOR STUDENTS. No. SELECTIONS FROM THii TELL
EL-AMARNA LETTERS BY PERCY HANDGOGK .In about clay tablets were found at el Amarna, the site of
Akhenaten's capital Akhetaten. Most of these are now in A tablet found at Tell-el-Hesy.The Tell el-Amarna Tablets.
Abstract. IT is fifty-three years since the famous collection of cuneiform tablets known as the Tell el-Amarna Letters
was discovered on the site of the ancient capital of Amenophis IV, better known as Akhnaton, the 'heretic' Pharaoh.
Rights and permissions. About this article. Comments.The letters were written in Akkadian, which had been the
language of international relations for some time. Today the Tell el Amarna Tablets are mainly in the.Just like the Dead
Sea Scrolls, the Tell el-Amarna letters were discovered accidentally by a local resident. In , an Egyptian peasant woman
was digging in.Tyre's significance in the 14th century BC can be seen in the Amarna Letters. These cuneiform-inscribed
clay tablets found in Tell el-Amarna.The Amarna tablets are named after the site Tell el-Amarna (in middle Egypt)
where The Amarna tablets are written in Akkadian cuneiform script and present .Archaeologists working at Tell
el-Amarna following the initial find tried to ascertain the exact spot of the tablets' discovery but were met with
conflicting evidence.The Tell el-Amarna Tablets are a collection of some clay tablets found in amid the ruins of the
ancient Egyptian city of Akhetaton (modern Tell.Published: C. Bezold and E.W. Budge, 'The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in
the British Museum, (London ), 3, pl. 10; J.A. Knudtzon, 'Die El-Amarna-Tafeln' vol.Gezer in the Tell el-Amarna
Letters1. JAMES F. Ross. The Theological School, Drew University. The vast majority of the Tell el-Amarna tablets
were discovered .(El) Amarna is a city in Middle Egypt between Cairo and Luxor. The archaeological site near the
modern city, called Tell El-Amarna (The hill at El- Amarna) is the.Amarna Letters, cache of clay tablets discovered at
Tell el-Amarna in Egypt and dating to the reigns of kings Amenhotep III and Akhenaton of the 18th
dynasty.EL-AMARNA, modern name of the site of Akhetaton, the capital city of Egypt, . The Tell el-Amarna Tablets in
the British Museum (); O. Schroeder, Die.Hence the name Tell el-Amarna Letters. The letters give good insight into the
state of Palestine about a century before the Israelites came into it. In particular.This chapter provides a transcription of
the texts that occur in the book The El- Amarna Correspondence. The book offers a completely new edition of the
Amarna.1. Science. May 19;21() THE TELL EL-AMARNA TABLETS. Harrison T. PMID: The Chronology of Hebrew
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Conquest as seen in the Amarna Tablets Bible hating archeologists and university professors say such a connection is
wrong. .. will capture the entire promised land from Byblos down to the Wadi El-Arish.
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